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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, international trade has been increased 

continuously. Especially export and import container cargos 

have been increased through the sea. However most of the port 

systems are manually operated up to now, which limits the 

flow of cargos. The cargo database has been automated 

recently in many hub ports. So, the labor cost which increases 

every year becomes almost as high as the freight management 

cost. Also, there is also the danger of casualties.  

At the present time, the unmanned automatic control 

systems for container ports have been investigated around the 

world [1-3]. Amsterdam port system is completely automated 

including the loading, transporting and carrying.  

The points that have been researched about the port system 

are AGVs' [4], automatic gate systems, loading device systems 

as well as others. This research focuses on the loading device 

system which is a typical electro-mechanical system and is the 

most difficult part for building the automated container 

terminal.  

Our major goal is to obtain accurate spreader position 

in-formation in order to pick up containers with ALS as a part 

of an automated port system. For implementing the ALS, 

several methods using the corner detectors with several laser 

distance sensors have been developed [5]. In this research, a 

novel approach to measure the matching status and to measure 

the distance between the spreader and the container has been 

proposed by using two CCD cameras and a laser distance 

sensor, which guarantees better economical efficiency and 

performance than the conventional ones. It has been known 

that when the cameras are utilized to measure the distance at 

the outdoors, there are several problems such as susceptibility 

to dust, illumination, and physical shocks. However, these 

drawbacks are overcome by miniaturizing cameras and by 

developing high performance image processing systems. 

Actually in Hong Kong, small and durable cameras have been 

used for detecting the misalignment between the spreader and 

the container.  

In this research, two CCD cameras and a laser distance 

sensor have been utilized for the measuring unit to keep the 

system as cheap as possible while keeping the desired 

performance. The image data have been pre-processed by the 

image reduction, edge detection and Hough transform. With 

this image processing, the method for calculating the height, 

the skew angle and the three dimensional movement 

information, such as sway angle and angular velocity between 

the spreader and the container, has been proposed in this 

paper.   

2. COMPOSITION OF CRANE 

Fig. 1 shows a yard crane used in our research, which has 

3D(three dimensional) motion capability. The x-axis 

represents the direction of crane movement on the yard. The 

y-axis and z-axis represent horizontal movement of the trolley 

and vertical movement of the spreader, respectively. The 

height can be defined as the distance between the spreader and 

the container.  

Two CCD cameras are located at the diagonal corners of 

the spreader so that the images for the container corners can 

easily be captured. The laser distance sensor is placed in the 

center of spreader as shown in the Fig. 2 
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Fig. 1 Yard crane.       Fig. 2 Front-view of a spreader. 

3. 3D DISTANCE INFORMATION BETWEEN 

THE CONTAINER AND THE SPREADER 

In order for the spreader to grasp the container, the corners 

of the spreader must match up to the corners of the 

container.  For the purpose, the corners of the spreader are 

found in the image by using CCD cameras which are installed 

at the diagonally opposite two corners of spreader, which 

capture the two corners of the container when the spreader 

located properly. The distance between the spreader and the 

container is obtained through the geometrical analysis of the 

corner image information.  

3.1 Extracting image coordinates with the laser distance 

sensor 

A pin-hole camera model is used to estimate the real 

position of corners in the image frame. The pin-hole camera 

model provides the relationship between the number of pixels 

from the center in the image frame and the real distance from 

the focal axis as it is shown in Fig. 3 [6-8]. Therefore, the 

relation between the real coordinates in Fig. 6 and the image 

coordinates in Fig. 4 from the pin-hole camera model can be 

derived based on the perspective model. The horizontal image 

angle of the CCD camera on the spreader is represented as 
x

and its vertical image angle is represented as 
y

 in Fig. 3. 

SLCCP  is the center point of left CCD camera lens  and 
SRCCP

is the center point of right CCD Camera lens  in the real 

coordinates. In Fig. 4, the center point of CCD camera lens is 

equal to image center point in real coordinates. As the result, 

the center points of CCD camera lens like
ILCCP ,

IRCCP  in 

image coordinate are not changed when the height between the 

spreader and the container is changed. In Fig. 3, upper two 

lines show the real size of an object corresponding to the CCD 

camera image when the distance between the spreader and the 

container is short.  If the distance to the real object is not 

known, for example, as it shown in Fig. 3 as lower two lines, 

the real object size can be estimated differently for the same 

image size. Fig. 4 shows that the size of image changes for the 

same object when the distance to the object is different. When 

an object is located at long distance, it looks like smaller one 

than the object at short distance in the image frame. So the 

distances in the real coordinate from the left corner point of 

spreader,
SLSP , to the center point of CCD camera lens, 

SLCCP ,

is same on the upper plane and on the lower plane in Fig. 3. 

However the distance between the center point of CCD 

camera lens, 
ILCCP , to the left corner point of spreader, 

1ILSP ,

on the upper plane  and the distance between the center point 

of CCD camera lens, 
ILCCP  , to the corner point of spreader 

left, 
2ILSP  , on the lower plane in Fig. 4 are different in the 

image coordinates. Note that 
Ixd is the number of horizontal 

pixels and 
Iyd is the number of vertical pixels in Fig. 4.  

x

y

SLCCSLCCSLCC yxP ,

SLSSLSSLS yxP ,

SLSSLSSLS yxP ,

SLCCSLCCSLCC yxP ,

SRCCSRCCSRCC yxP ,

SRSSRSSRS yxP ,

SRSSRSSRS yxP ,

SRCCSRCCSRCC yxP ,

yx

(a) Left corner               (b)Right corner 

Fig. 3 Spreader corner points in the real coordinates. 

ILCCILCCILCC yxP ,

ILCCILCCILCC yxP ,

222 , ILSILSILS yxP

111 , ILSILSILS yxP

Ixd

Iyd

IRCCIRCCIRCC yxP ,

IRCCIRCCIRCC yxP ,

222 , IRSIRSIRS yxP

111 , IRSIRSIRS yxP

Iyd

Ixd

Fig. 4 Image of different height between the spreader and the 

container. 

By comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it can be recognized that 

the corner point coordinates of the spreader,
SLSP , are 

proportional to the height between the container and the 

spreader.  

In Fig. 5, the image features for the container corners are 

located opposite to one the other since the CCD cameras are 

located oppositely as it is shown in Fig. 5.  

In the figure, the points, 
SLSP and 

SRSP , are the left and the 

right corner points of spreader in the real coordinates, while 

the points, 
ILCP  and 

IRCP , are the left and the right corner 

points of container in the real coordinates. The point, 
SSCP , is 

the center of spreader and the point, 
SCCP  , is the center of 

container in the real coordinates.  

In Fig. 6, the points, 
ILSP  and 

IRSP , are the left and the 

corner points of right spreader in the image coordinates, while 

the points, 
ILCP and 

IRCP , are the left and the right corner 

points of container in the image coordinates.  

If the height between the spreader and the container is 

known then the corner-point coordinates of the spreader in the 

image frame can be obtained as  

y

x
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where, 
x
 is horizontal image angle and 

y
 is vertical 

image angle of CCD camera defined  in Fig. 3.  

y
SRSSRSSRS yxP ,

SLSSLSSLS yxP ,

SLCSLCSLC yxP ,

SRCSRCSRC yxP ,

SSCSSCSSC yxP ,

SCCSCCSCC yxP ,

x0

Fig. 5 Container corners and spreader corners. 
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0 x

y

ILCCILCCILCC yxP ,

IRCIRCIRC yxP ,

IRSIRSIRS yxP ,

0 x

y

IRCCIRCCIRCC
yxP ,

(a) left image                     (b) right image 

Fig. 6 CCD Camera image data. 

3.2 Measuring the height without the laser distance   

measuring unit 

When the laser distance sensor is not available, the height 

between the container and the spreader can be derived by 

using the images of the CCD cameras. From the Eq. (1), the 

height between the container and the spreader can be obtained 

if we have the coordinates of the corner-points for the spreader. 

That is, the relationship between the container and the 

spreader is necessary for measuring the height. In this paper, 

we derive corners of the spreader from the image coordinates 

based on the fact that the corners of the spreader and the 

container are exactly matched when the spreader holds the 

container. In other words, if the corners of spreader are exactly 

matched up with the corners of container then the distance 

error disappears at the moment.  

The symmetrical images are utilized for obtaining the 

corner coordinates and the sizes of the spreader and container. 

Since the two CCD cameras are installed diagonally, that is, 

oppositely  to each other w.r.t the center of the spreader, the 

coordinates of the spreader corners are diagonally opposite in 

the image plane. When the skew angle is zero, the 

x-coordinate values at the left corner of the spreader and the 

height can be calculated as follows:  

2IRCIxILCILS xdxx                      (2) 

xILCCILS

IxSLCCSLS
sc

xx

dxx
d

tan2
                   (3) 

y

SRSSRSSRS yxP ,

SLSSLSSLS yxP ,

SLCSLCSLC yxP ,

SRCSRCSRC yxP ,

SSCSSCSSC yxP ,

SCCSCCSCC yxP ,

x0

Fig. 7 Container corners and spreader corners with skew 

angle. 

ILCILCILC yxP ,

S

ILSILSILS yxP ,

0 x

y

ILCCILCCILCC yxP ,

IRCIRCIRC yxP ,
S IRSIRSIRS yxP ,

0 x

y

ILCCILCCILCC yxP ,

(a) Left image                 (b) Right image 

Fig. 8 CCD camera image data with skew angle. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the situation where the skew angle, 
s
,

between the spreader and the container exists, while Fig 11 

shows the skew angle, 
s
, in the CCD camera image.  

When there is existence of the skew angle, the height 

cannot be obtained by using Eq. (3). However note that the 

sizes of the spreader and the container are equal in the real 

coordinates. Also we know the corner-points of container in 

the image coordinates, which are 
ILCP  and 

IRCP ,

and  corner-points of the spread in the real coordinate, which 

are
SLSP  and 

SRSP . Therefore we can assume that the corner 

coordinates of the spreader are rotated by the amount of the 

skew angle 
s

w.r.t the spreader center point in the real 

coordinates, 
SSCP .

The virtual spreader, which is rotated in the world 

coordinates for the left corner is defined by 

SSC

SSC

SSCSLS

SSCSLS

SS

SS

SVLS

SVLS

y

x

yy

xx

y

x

cossin

sincos       (4) 

Using the left corner as the world coordinates in Fig. 11, 

and the x-coordinates for the left corner of spreader by Eq. (4), 

the height can be obtained by following equations.  

2IRCIxILCIVLS xdxx                      (5) 

xILCCIVLS

IxSLCCSVLS
sc

xx

dxx
d

tan2
                  (6) 
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3.3 Derivation of the distance error between spreader and 

container 

The image coordinates of the container need to be changed 

to real coordinate since we need a distance error in the real 

coordinates instead of in the image coordinates. The Eq. (7) 

changes the image coordinates into the real coordinates.  
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d
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y

x

tan

tan

0

0

0

0

2
(7)

Now the container center point in the real coordinate, 

SCCSCCSCC yxP , , becomes  

2/SRCSLCSCC xxx                          (8)                                             

2/SRCSLCSCC yyy                         (9) 

   

Therefore, the distance errors of the x-coordinates, 
Exd ,

and the y-coordinates, 
Eyd , can be are derived respectively as 

follows:  

SSCSCCEx xxd                            (10) 

SSCSCCEy yyd                            (11) 

4. SWAY INFORMATION MEASUREMENT 

When the trolley starts to move, it has acceleration, while it 

has deceleration when it tries to stop. The acceleration and 

deceleration may cause the spread swings, sway angles, as the 

result of moment of inertia. To remove out the spread swings, 

the data of sway angles are to be measured. The wire length is 

a major factor for sway period.  

4.1 Measurement of sway angle by CCD camera 

It is necessary to calculate the sway period to obtain the 

wire length since the sway motion of spreader can be analyzed 

by means of a pendulum dynamics equation. The spreader is 

connected to the trolley by four wires with the same lengths. 

Therefore the sway angle is usually very small.   

The sway period of spreader, 
SWT , is represented by  

g

L
TSW 2

                            (12) 

where L is the wire length and g is gravitational 

acceleration. The wire length can be obtained from the lift 

motor rotary encoder in the trolley.  

The distance of the spreader movement is also necessary to 

calculate the sway angle with the sway period of spreader, 

SWT . For that purpose, the corner points of the container are 

derived from the image data at each sampling instance. The 

distance of the spreader movement is obtained by comparing 

the current corner points of the container with the previous 

ones. That is, the distance of the spreader movement is 

calculated at each sampling instance, and Eq. (13) represents 

the total the distance of the spreader motion.  

SWT

t

stS dd
0

                                          (13)  

where 
std  is the distance of spreader movement at each 

sampling instance.  

The trace of the spreader sway can be approximated as a 

bisector triangle, since the sway angle is small. Now the sway 

angle, 
SW

, can be calculated by using the data of wire length 

and the distance of spread movement as follows:  

L

dS
SW

4/
arcsin

                        (14)            

Also the sway acceleration, 
SW

a , can be defined as  

)sin(
L

g
SW

a
                           (15) 

5. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULT 

5.1 Experiment 

The experimental crane for this research is shown in Fig. 10. 

Its depth and width are 540 mm and 3580 mm, respectively. 

The crane height is 1640 mm. The experimental container has 

the size of 240 mm  600 mm with the height of 130 mm. 

The laser distance measuring unit is Laser Range Finder 

LEMTM3; the CCD cameras are LG Color CCD Cameras.  

The horizontal angle of spreader CCD camera, 
x
, is 22.68 

degrees, and its vertical image angle, 
s
, is 17.95 degree. For 

the image data, the number of horizontal pixels,
Ixd , is 375, 

and the number of vertical pixels, 
Iyd ,  is 221. The distance 

between the CCD camera center point and the corner point of 

the spreader, 
RSd , is 40 mm.  

The laser distance measuring unit is placed in the center of 

the experimental spreader and its working range is from 0.2 to 

30 meters with high accuracy, even though it can be used to 

measure the distance up to 100 meters. During our 

experiments, the laser distance measuring unit provided the 

distance to the container with the accuracy of 0.1 mm unless it 

cannot provide measurements due to environment obstacles.  

5.2 Result 

We performed several experiments to verify the proposed 

algorithms. For the verification of each algorithm, 20 

experiments are performed and the results are averaged.  

As the first experiment, when the spreader has a zero skew 
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angle and real error values are 
Exd :30 mm, 

Eyd :20 mm, and 

SCd :300 mm, an experiment is performed to measure the error. 

We compared the height data measured by the Laser distance 

measuring unit and CCD cameras and by only the CCD 

cameras and the experimental results are shown in Table 1.  

As the second experiment, when the spreader has 4 degree 

skew angles and real values are 
Exd :30mm, 

Eyd :20mm and 

SCd :200mm, a new experiment is performed to measure the 

error. The measured height by the Laser distance measuring 

unit with CCD camera and by only the CCD cameras are 

compared and shown in Table 2.  

In measuring skew angles, existence of the laser distance 

measuring unit does not make any difference since the skew 

angle measurement is obtained from CCD camera image data. 

     

Fig. 10 Crane.          Fig.11 Program environment. 

That is, the height, 
SCd , between the spreader and the 

container is not related to the measurement of the skew angle.  

For the sway angle measurement, the wire length is kept as 

1200mm and the test sway angle was 2 degrees for the first 

measurement and it was 3 degrees for the second. The 

experimental results are shown in Table 3.  

As it is shown in the table, the measurement of sway angles 

is not accurate since the influence of the disturbances is not 

considered in this algorithm. Therefore the sway measurement 

algorithm will improved later in this paper.  

Table 1 The first experimental results. (Unit : mm) 

SCd Exd Eyd

Real Value 300 30 20 

With laser distance 

measuring unit 
300.2 31.2 20.6 

Without laser distance 

measuring unit 
295.3 33.7 19.2 

Table 2 The second experimental results. (Unit : mm)

s

(degree) 
SCd Exd Eyd

Real Value 4 200 30 20 

With laser distance measuring unit 4.2 200.1 30.6 20.4

Without laser distance measuring unit 4.2 198.4 28.6 21.1

Table 3 The sway angle measurements. (Unit : degree) 

SW

Real Value 2 3 

Measurement Value 1.4 2.1 

Fig. 12 Docking system with only laser distance measuring 

units.

Fig. 13 Classification of the spreader arrangement state. 

5.3 Comparison to other method 

In the conventional method for docking where six laser 

distance measuring units are utilized to match the spreader to 

the container as shown in Fig. 12.  

For the classification of the docking status, it is defined as 

"ON" for a laser sensor which has the measuring distance 

value over the standard; it is defined as "OFF" when the 

distance is shorter than the standard.  

Fig. 13 (a) shows the case that all of laser distances 

measuring units are "ON". Therefore the spreader can land on 

the container at the moment. In the Fig. 13 (b), right two laser 

distance measuring units are "OFF". In this case, the spreader 

has y-axis misalignment error. Therefore the spreader has to 

be moved to the right for docking. However this algorithm 

cannot provide the distance value for compensation. While the 

spreader is moving left and right, the laser distance measuring 

units may check the status of each sensor for docking. When 

all of laser distance measuring units become "ON" like Fig. 13 

(a), the spreader may be stopped for docking. So this 

conventional algorithm cannot control the spreader 

acceleration for the anti-sway. Fig 13 (c) shows the case that 

the spreader has the skew angle error which may result the 

y-axis error as well as the x-axis error. Fig. 14 illustrates the 

spread arrangement algorithm of the conventional method.  

To show the superiority of the proposed algorithm, we 

performed the same two experiments with the conventional 

algorithm in Fig. 14 and the new algorithm in Fig. 

15 measuring the sway angle and the distance when the crane 
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wire is 1500 mm and the y-axis distance error is 50 mm. The 

experimental flow for the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 

18.   

As it is shown in the Table 4, the proposed method provides 

a high sway angle, while it has 0.2 mm larger height error. 

However the height error is not critical for the docking, while 

the sway angle should be accurate. If more of laser sensors are 

installed along the spreader, the sway angle measurement 

becomes possibly high. However the system becomes too be 

expensive to be applied for the port automation. Therefore the 

proposed method which utilizes cheap CCD cameras becomes 

essential as well as economical with the development small 

CCD cameras. 

Table 4 Comparison of the measuring performance

 Sway Angle Precision 

The conventional method 1.85o 0.9mm 

The proposed method 0.2o 1.1mm 

Fig. 14. Experimental flow chart using 6 laser sensors 

Fig. 15 Experimental flow chart using CCD cameras and laser. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper demonstrates a new algorithm to derive the 3D 

movement information between a spreader and a container and 

the sway information of the spreader for the ALS of the 

unmanned automatic port system. The edge lines of the 

container are found by the image pre-processing from the 

image data of the CCD cameras. It is experimentally 

recognized that the image preprocessing is very important for 

the precise measurement of the sway angle as well as the 

distance.          

The data of 3D movement and sway information for a yard 

crane spreader can be used to control ALS (Automatic 

Landing System) and to decrease accident possibilities for the 

beginner operator. This algorithm does not exactly reflect the 

distance information of 3D movement since the image data 

was scaled-down to improve processing speed. However with 

the recent development of computer speed, the original image 

data can be utilized to measure the 3D movement and sway 

information, which will verify the superiority of this research 

further.  
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